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Rich is the Life

This was an independant arts project. This was not commissioned by any organisation or group.
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Following a 20-year career at Nokia mobile phones, Marko Lauronen was diagnosed with crippling 
manic depression. Over the space of  a year the realisation slowly dawned on him that he could no 
longer function in mainstream society. When faced with the heart-breaking choice of  a massive life 
change or the possibility of  not being able to continue living, Marko chose to leave his family and 
lifestyle behind to rekindle his boyhood passion for gold prospecting.
 
Rich is the Life is our cinematic documentary, following Marko on his quest to find some of  the purest 
gold on earth, hidden deep within the heart of  the arctic circle. 

Marko takes us on a journey through the frozen tundras of  Lapland as he intimately explores his own 
gold fever and its complex relationship with his depression, alongside his passion for the world he 
inhabits. Through Marko’s story, the film aims to provide a rare insight into a lifestyle which is quickly 
becoming extinct. 

We had numerous considerations throughout the project, including the following:
• This film involved dealing with the challenging and often harsh environment of  Northern  
 Finland in the Winter. As such, we had to make adjustments around the weather for our  
 equipment and clothing. 
• The cold required a lot of  planning on the technical front, we needed to experiment with  
 specific equipment and plan for the effects the conditions would have on the batteries,  
 camera, lens and drone.
• We needed to be highly considerate to Marko’s needs, both mentally and physically. Indeed,
 this involved allowing Marko to guide us through his life, story and routine. We remained  
 largely passive and silent, allowing the subject of  our film to lead the way so as to not step  
 on his toes. We took the time to create a personal relationship with him and won his trust.  
 Once we had that we conducted 4 and a half  hours worth of  interviews with him to get all  
 of  the material required to tell his story.

Our activities included:
• Finding the story and spending a year persuading Marko to make the film with us.
• Meeting with Marko to establish a setting, timeframe and milestones agreeable to him,
 to maximise his satisfaction, facilitate his participation and minimise disruption and   
 unnecessary costs to the project.
• Ensuring that our expectations for the film in terms of  time and milestones were realistic,  
 given the sensitive subject matter and harsh environment. 
• Making sure that Marko’s emotional needs were met.
• Dealing with the PR and Marketing of  the project (we got coverage on the radio, in papers  
 & magazines around the country and 34,000 views without any marketing).

The style in which the films were shot included: 
• Marko himself  narrating the video, with accompanying poignant footage, specific to Marko’s
 life and story.
• Multiple slow-motion shots to ensure the viewer takes in the narrated story, to allow the  
 viewer more time to focus on Marko’s face and actions hopefully creating a more intimate feeling.
• The inclusion of  subtitles to avoid any confusion with Marko’s strong accent, especially in  
 viewers whose first language is not English.
• The use of  gentle, soft guitar music to emulate the quiet and peace Marko found after having
 changed his life. 
• We used a foley sound design to echo the sounded damped feel of  the arctic.

Rich is the Life is currently screening at festivals around the world, where it has won multiple awards 
including Best Documentary at the Manchester Lift Off Festival and Best Short Documentary at the 
London Independent Film Awards.

Please click here for the video: https://vimeo.com/270342907

Client: Rich is the Life
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